Litter and Market Hog Scales

WayPig is a versatile management tool that helps streamline your overall hog operation. Inexpensive, WayPig makes your work easy, quick, safe and less stressful on the animals.
**WayPig Litter Scale**

The WayPig litter scale conveniently provides the information you need to maximize the efficiency of your hog operation. An entire litter can be placed in the portable WayPig at one time, as the scale handles loads up to 200 pounds. The new, oversized scale, specifically designed for WayPig, quickly gives you a clear, precise readout of the total litter weight in both pounds and kilograms.

WayPig saves time, and with its compact design, it lets you easily glide through narrow aisles and around tight corners. You can weigh or transport litters with the least possible stress to you or your animals. The portable, non-corrosive Vet-Tray attachment keeps veterinary supplies, medicine or essential tools at your fingertips.

An optional gate is available, which makes this model more convenient and suitable for weighing larger animals.

**WayPig 300 Market Hog Scale**

The WayPig 300 scale's capacity is 300 pounds, shown in 1-lb. increments on a large, easy-to-read dial. In addition to being fast and accurate, stress on the operator and livestock is kept to a minimum.

As soon as the hog enters and steps into the skid-resistant steel floor, its weight is registered on the dial. The entire floor serves as a weighing area and the walls of the scale remain stationary. There is very little movement or noise, which keeps the animals calm and allows the operator to obtain quick weight readings.

A hydraulic damper system helps the scale operate more quietly and makes it easier to acquire an accurate reading. In addition, it helps to increase scale life.

At each end of the scale, there is a see-thru mesh that encourages the hog to enter. These gates can be conveniently operated with one hand. As the gates close, they automatically lock.

The WayPig 300 has two optional wheels mounted at one end which allow easy scale movement. Since it is only 21 inches wide, it can easily fit into very narrow spaces. One person can move it into place and begin the weighing operation within minutes.
WayPig 500 Animal Scale

Like the other WayPig scales, the 500 is designed to be easy to use and less stressful to animals. It's made entirely of welded steel finished with our unique powder-coating process which holds up against rust even under worst conditions. The heavy-duty scale head is large and easy to read. WayPig 500's can be ordered with wheels that can be quickly raised for level weighing.

Gates on each end are easy to open; bars on the sides are removable. The animal can be observed from all four sides and can be accessed for injections from two sides.

Animals usually remain stable and calm in this carefully engineered scale. The bottom platform has a non-skid surface with no gaps on the side through which feet can slip. The entire unit—including sides and gates—serves as the weighing area. An animal leaning against the sides or gates won't prevent an accurate reading.

Also contributing to the WayPig 500's performance is a hydraulic damper which eliminates scale-pointer vibration, helping the user get an accurate reading much quicker than a balance-beam scale.

WayPig 505 Animal Scale

Similar in all operating features to the popular 500, the new 505 has been made stronger and a foot longer to accommodate larger animals up to five feet in length.

WayPig 300 Market Hog Scale/Sorter

This model is the same as the market hog scale. However, it has been designed with a special sorting system. With such a scale/sorter combination, one man can separate hogs by weight...quickly and efficiently.

The sorting gates permit animals to separate down the alley or to a side pen. All gates are controlled from the alley to the rear or side of the scale and lock in place. A special see-thru mesh gate encourages the animals to enter the scale.

Animals can be crowded into the alley behind the scale without affecting the weighing operation. Optional wheels add only 3 inches to width and do not need to be removed for scale use.

Gilt Selection Version

Either one of the market hog scales can be furnished with an open sidewall allowing the operator to observe the animals' confirmation and health.